
ELECTRODERMAL RESEARCH STUDY 

To test the effectiveness of EMF Harmony Protection Devices, 
specifically EMF HARMONIZER MOBILITY+ BRACELET and EMF 
HARMONIZER+ FOR CELL PHONES AND WIFI ROUTERS on the STRESS 
RESPONSE triggered by Electromagnetic Emissions from a CELL PHONE 

 

Study Location: Tampa, Florida 

Date: 4/8/20-5/12/20 

Medical Researcher: Dr. Elena M. Morreale 

Testing Equipment: BioMeridian MSAS Professional (FDA registered and   
ISO certified) 

Testing Device: iPhone 8, iPhone x, flip phone 

 

Study Purpose 

To test the weakening and / or compensation of electromagnetic 
radiation (EMF) from a cell phone on 7 key body (energy) systems when 
using EMF Harmony technology with the available series of measurements 
and testing device. 

1. Introduction  

The suspicion that the influence of electromagnetic waves and fields emitted 
by televisions, radios, microwaves ovens, computers, cell phones, etc. have a 
negative, lasting impact on the human health system, has become – with an 
increasing number of worldwide studies – a certainty. Many so-called modern 
illnesses of today’s civilization (in particular allergies) seem to be released and 
/ or exaggerated by these electromagnetic influences.  

According to the ARNDT-SCHULTZ-RULE, it is the weak and small doses that 
have particularly strong influences in their effect on biological systems, 
releasing clearly measurable reactions. After an accumulation of negative 
influences in the course of months or years, pre-pathological and ultimately 
pathological reactions can be observed, and changes may occur in the human 
organism.  

 



The rule applied to determine in tests,  

a) Whether and which causal influences have a changing effect on humans 
when exposed to the range of EMF-radiating technologies, and 

 b) Which substantiating testing methods can be used when evaluating human 
energy systems, and are they suitable to show the qualitative and quantitative 
effects of such technical influences (i.e. EMFs).  

Many functional or energy medical devices, such as the BioMeridian MSAS 
Professional testing device used in this study are assessed on the research of 
Dr. Reinhold Voll. Dr. Voll established that there is a network of energy 
channels, called meridians, flowing through the body. Meridian points, some of 
which correlate to acupuncture points, can be used to collect energetic data. 
Dr. Voll demonstrated that the body's organs are associated with different 
energy meridians. Imbalances in various organs are believed to manifest 
themselves as energetic disturbances in the associated meridians. These 
energetic meridians are also highly responsive to external stressors, almost 
immediately. This study will take advantage of this fact.  

As sufficiently sensitive and reactive measuring points, 7 acupuncture systems 
with its meridians and points were chosen.  

The points chosen were:  

• Lymphatic system  

• Lung  

• Large Intestine  

• Nervous System  

• Circulation  

• Allergy Response  

• Cellular Metabolism  

These points represent the condition of the entire human energy system and, 
within seconds, reflect physical reactions to the biophysical attractions 
(assuming these affect the body in a noticeable manner). Also, the body’s 
compensatory reactions through homeostasis can immediately be measured and 
evaluated through these points. 

 



2. Material and Methods  

The BioMeridian MSAS Professional (an FDA registered and ISO certified device) 
which measures stress in over 60 different parts of the human body was used as 
the measuring device. It is currently used by over 2,000 health practitioners in 
the U.S., Europe, Canada, Australasia and many other parts of the world. This 
system is an important indicator of resistance to stress in essential bio-systems 
throughout the body.  

In each of the 7 key body areas the test-subjects were measured on a data 
output scale of 0-100. The ideal target zone falls within the 47-55 score range.  

Practitioners say that any measurement above 55 is stressful as it indicates 
excess energy, or an inflamed condition in that part of the human biofield. Any 
measurement below 45 is also stressful because lower numbers represent 
impaired, weakened, or blocked energy systems. The closer an individual’s 
measurements are to 50, the closer he/she is to actually being in his/her ideal 
performance zone.  

The individual screenings show the Meridian changes that took place in relation 
with exposure to the product being screened. Cell phones (iphone 8, iphones x 

and flip phone) were used for testing. The phone equipped with the EMF 
HARMONIZER+ chip had one chip added to phone, or 2 chips depending on 

phone as demonstrated. Studies were all run with just adding EMF 
HARMONIZER MOBILITY+ BRACELET to the person while holding the cell 

phone without EMF HARMONIZER+   

The following groups of 5 individuals were involved in the test: 3 Woman, 2 
Men  

The measurement schedule was developed as follows:  

Measurement 1 (M1): Standard measurement. Base line (no cell phone).  

Measurement 2 (M2): Non Active call without EMF HARMONIZER Device   
applied. 

Measurement 3 (M3): Active call without EMF HARMONIZER Device applied. 

Measurement 4 (M4): Non Active call with EMF HARMONIZER MOBILITY+ 
BRACELET on. 

Measurement 5 (M5): Active call with EMF HARMONIZER MOBILITY+ BRACELET 
on. 



Measurement 6 (M6): Non Active call with one EMF HARMONIZER+ on the 
phone. 

Measurement 7 (M7): Active call with two EMF HARMONIZER+ on the phone. 

The average test measurements took approximately 5 to 7 minutes so as to 
negate the element of time compensation. 

3. Conclusions  

When tested without a cell phone (baseline state), across all individuals tested, 
37.1% of their key body areas measured within the ideal performance zone, and 
62.9% of the key body areas measured outside of the ideal range.  

As a result of our second and third measurements the influence of EMFs from 
cell phone resulted in a significant, measurable shift in the energy levels of 
the human organism in most acupuncture points. When using a cell phone 
without the EMF Harmonizer Mobility+ Bracelet or the EMF Harmonizer+ Chip 
attached to it, across all individuals tested, only 8.6 % of their key areas 
measured within the ideal performance zone. The remaining 91.4% of their key 
body areas were in a weakened or stressed state. This demonstrates a 
significant negative effect of shifting the organism out of the healthy 
standard range.  

As a result of our fourth and fifth measurements the influence of EMFs from 
cell phone resulted in a significant, measurable shift in the energy levels of 
the human organism in most acupuncture points. After applying the EMF 
Harmonizer Mobility+ Bracelet while having the phone active or not active, 
across all individuals tested, 100% of their key body areas measured within 
the ideal performance zone. The remaining 0% both with and without active 
call of key body areas also showed a less stressed state when compared to both 
the original baseline value and the “phone call without bracelet” 
measurement. This demonstrates a significant positive effect of shifting the 
organism back to healthy standard range.  

As a result of the sixth measurement, after applying the EMF Harmonizer+ (1 
chip) on the phone, across all individuals tested, 51.4 % of their key body 
areas measured within the ideal performance zone. The remaining 48.6 % of 
key body areas also showed a less stressed state when compared to both the 
original baseline value and the “phone call without the chip” measurement. 
This demonstrates a significant positive effect of shifting the organism back 
to healthy standard range.  

As the result of the seventh measurement, after applying the EMF 
Harmonizer+ (2 chips) on the phone, across all individuals tested, 100% of 
their key body areas measured within the ideal performance zone. The 



remaining 0% both with and without active call of key body areas also showed a 
less stressed state when compared to both the original baseline value and the 
“phone call without the 2 chips” measurement.  

*** Please the see notes at the end of the document for more information 
on the difference in the results of the fifth, sixth, and seventh 
measurements. 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Status % within Optimum 
range 

% outside Optimum 
range 

 
Baseline State M1 

 

 
37.1 

 
62.9 

With cell phone by 
itself (No device 

added) 
M2 & M3 

 

8.6 

 

91.4 

With cell phone while 
wearing EMF 

Harmonizer Mobility+ 
Bracelet M4 & M5 

 

100 

 

0 

Cell Phone with 1 EMF 
Harmonizer+ chip M6 

51.4 48.7 

Cell Phone with 2 EMF 
Harmonizer+ chip M7 

100 0 

 

In summary, by comparing seven key areas of the body before and after using 
the EMF Harmonizer Mobility+ Bracelet and the EMF Harmonizer+ Chips, 
screening results showed that numeric stress values for all subjects were 
restored significantly closer to equilibrium. Each individual showed 
strengthened resistance to the effects of stress, and a dramatic increase in 
measurable energy. This in fact demonstrates the positive effect of the EMF 
Harmonizer Mobility+ Bracelet and the EMF Harmonizer+ Chip.  



SAMPLE TEST RESULTS FROM A PATIENT 

 

Test Details:  

Name of Test Subject: 2 Test Patient  

Date Tested: April 22, 2020  

Test Location: Tampa, Florida  

Test Equipment used: FDA-registered MSAS Professional  

Credentials of Test Administrator: Doctor of Chiropractic Medicine, 

23 years’ experience with performing MSAS  

 

Below is an image of the testing environment. Note the cell phone 

resting on the patient’s leg, which was the standard protocol for the 

testing. 

 



Test Results: 

2 test 

patient 

Lymphatic 

system 

Lung Large 

Intestine 

Nervous 

System 

Circulation Allergy 

Response 

Cellular 

Metabolism 

Baseline (no 

phone) M1 
40 50 50 57 58 50 29 

cell phone 
by itself  not 
in use (No 
device 
added) M2 

10 30 32 19 29 31 41 

Cell phone 
by itself in 
use (No 
device 
added) M3 

11 10 14 44 14 37 31 

Cell phone 

(not in use) 

while wearing 

EMF 

Harmonizer 

Mobility+ 

Bracelet M4 

52 51 52 50 49 49 52 

Cell phone 

(in use) 

while 

wearing 

EMF 

Harmonizer 

Mobility+ 

Bracelet M5 

52 52 51 54 52 47 54 

Cell Phone 

(not in use) 

with 1 EMF 

Harmonizer+ 

chip M6 

28 43 32 26 33 57 50 

Cell Phone 

(in use) with 

2 EMF 

Harmonizer+ 

chip M7 

49 54 54 54 54 54 52 

 



 

Test Findings:  

1. Baseline (No Phone):  

When tested without a cell phone (baseline state), 0 of 7 (42.8%) of this 

individual’s key body areas measured within the ideal performance zone.  

2. Phone without EMF Harmonizer Mobility+ Bracelet or EMF Harmonizer+ 

Chip:  

When using a cell phone without the EMF Harmonizer Mobility+ Bracelet 

or EMF Harmonizer+ Chip attached to it, 7 of 7 key body areas (100%) 

were in a weakened or stressed state.  

3. Phone with EMF Harmonizer Mobility+ Bracelet:  

After wearing the EMF Harmonizer Mobility+ Bracelet the phone in in use 

and not in use, all 7 key body areas (100%) showed significant 

improvement, with 7 of 7 (100%) of them now measuring within the ideal 

performance zone.  

4. Phone with 1 EMF Harmonizer+ Chip:  

After applying 1 EMF Harmonizer+ Chip on the phone all 7 key body areas 

(100%) showed significant improvement with 2 of 7 (28.5%) of them 

measuring within ideal performance zone. The 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th key 

areas also showed a less weakened state when compared to original 

baseline value and the “phone use without chip” measurement. 

5. Phone with 2 EMF Harmonizer+ Chip: 

After applying 2 EMF Harmonizer+ Chip on the phone all 7 key body areas 

(100%) showed significant improvement with 7 of 7 (100%) of them 

measuring within ideal performance zone. 
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Notes from EMF Harmony: 
 

• Dr. Morreale has no affiliation with or financial interest in EMF Harmony. 
 

• You may have noted in the results that one Harmonizer+ chip resulted in bringing 51% 
of the measured parameters within the optimal state (an increase from 8% without it) 
and two of them brought them to 100%, whereas the Mobility+ bracelet always brought 
them to 100%.  
 
The reason for this is that the Mobility+ bracelet is designed to work primarily on 
supporting the body and secondarily on harmonizing the EMF radiation from the phone, 
whereas the Harmonizer+ chip is designed primarily to work on harmonizing the EMF 
radiation emitted by the phone and secondarily on supporting the body.  
 
As a result, the Mobility+ (and the other EMF Harmony wearable devices) will show a 
significantly shorter reaction time on the body’s health measurements. One 
Harmonizer+ chip (measurement 6) would be expected to show results similar to the 
Mobility+ bracelet (measurement 4) or to two Harmonizer+ chips (measurement 7) after 
some time has passed and the patient’s body has had time to resonate with the energy 
on the chip. 
 
The length of time needed for this to happen would depend on the patient’s state of 
health, the frequency with which they use their phone, and other factors. Dr. Morreale 
did indeed conduct follow up research on this point with several patients and confirmed 
that after a period of at least two weeks with the Harmonizer+ on their phone the 
measurement yielded similar results to the Mobility+ bracelet (in other words 100% in 
the ideal performance zone). 

 

• For more information on the EMF Harmony products, information on our technology, 
and further research studies, please visit our website at emf-harmony.com 
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